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The problem of child labor as one of the type of labor has long been problems in the world of education, many concerns which came up with the existence of child labor. The problem of child labor in indonesia is not can be addressed with the choice may or not. Reality shows very poor families need a job for her children, good to help the family and conducted his own life. UD. Prima is one of the UD that employs workers children under age which no.13 in the year 2003 on manpower there special provisions to be executed by the business that employs workers children under age.

In this study author examines on the practice of the use of child labor at UD. Prima so that the author of make the following matentanger as formulation: 1). how the form of the practice of the use of child labor at UD. Prima in Tulungagung ? 2). how the practice of the use of child labor at UD. Prima in Tulungagung if in the act of Islamic law and no 13 year 2003 on manpower ?This research is into a kind of empirical research .The research is kind of empirical research on the practice because of assessing the use of child labor at UD. Prima Tulungagung in terms of Islamic law and act number 13 year 2003 on manpower .

Based on the results of research on chapter III inferred the practice of child labor at UD. Prima Some of them are appropriate and some have not been in accordance with the law the no.13 year 2003 on manpower, the practice of child labor which are in accordance with the mandate the act of among others contained in article 69 paragraph 2 the letentangers d whose contents “ done during the day and does not affect time school “ and article 69 paragraph 2 letentangers f whose contents “the existence of a working relationship which clear”. According to a review Islamic law practice the use of child labor conducted by UD. Prima has fulfilled the provisions that was found in Islam.